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2004).     In   these  policies,  when   a   node   is   needed   for   a  work   request,   a  message   is
broadcast to a multicast address listened to by the lightly loaded nodes.  The first node to
respond performs the work.  The Timeline policy is very basic and does not provide any
optimizations.    The disadvantage of   this  approach  is   that  high  network   load  may be
created in large clusters when there are many lightly loaded nodes.  The Threshold policy









continually cycles through the list  of nodes,  disregarding node status.  The motivation
behind this is that, in theory, the load will be balanced over the cluster by this cycling






















job ensures,  as   in   the  Round Robin  policy,   that   if  all  nodes  are executing   the  same
number of jobs then once a node receives a job it cannot receive another until all other


















































to   that   of   the   existing   system   in   order   to   validate   that   the   simulation   accurately
characterizes the system’s behavior.  The second set uses the simulation to examine how
the system performs with  larger  cluser   sizes  and under  various   load conditions.    All
simulation experiments were run with a minimum of 100 replications.
4.2 Validation
To validate   the simulation  against   the existing  system the following  tests  were used;
bigsum 1 to 200,000, bigsum 1 to 1,000,000, rendering 30 frames, and rendering 100

















LRU 34.84 18.44 13.12
LRU Simulation 34.79 0.14% 13.12 0.46% 11.42 0.67%
NFS 73.31 42.92 32.15
NFS Simulation 68.41 6.69% 32.15 1.58% 33.41 3.94%
Random 76.49 45.66 35.58






Time(s) % Error Time(s) % Error
LRU 341.889 239.190
LRU Simulation 338.23 1.07% 220.34 0.88%
NFS 518.44 400.67
NFS Simulation 588.82 13.57% 420.22 4.97%
Random 629.258 445.174













LRU 203.63 103.23 70.63
LRU Simulation 202.83 0.39% 102.38 0.82% 69.32 1.85%
NFS 318.82 198.77 158.99
NFS Simulation 301.06 5.57% 196.19 1.30% 162.42 2.16%
Random 400.38 226.57 175.06






Time(s) % Error Time(s) % Error
LRU 85.777 58.482
LRU Simulation 86.002 0.26% 58.456 0.04%
NFS 226.305 164.204
NFS Simulation 209.554 7.40% 159.862 2.64%
Random 209.536 164.051















We will   now   look   at   the   test   results   to   predict   the   performance   in   larger   clusters.
Efficiency  here   is  measured  as  policy  performance  compared   to   ideal,  or   the   lowest
possible   time   to   execute   the  work,   given   a   certain   cluster   size.   For   n   nodes,   ideal
performance is calculated as the time required to run on one node divided by n.
Figure 1 shows the results of a bigsum 1 to 1,000,000 test using clusters from 10 to 100









































the  random selection  policies  decrease  approximately  12%­19%.    As  the  cluster   size









LRU   policy   decreased   from   97.71%   to   71.04%   and   the   random   selection   policies
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